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Appendix: The 12 Scenarios 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , Julie gets very annoyed  by Fred’s lack of cooperation, and she 

turns the tap so that the water becomes very, very cold . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses 

his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred stays in the hospital and is examined by a doctor . Everything is fine, 

Fred has not broken any bones, and his fall will not have any consequences . Fred goes home 

on the same day . 

Julie visits Fred and apologizes . 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , Julie gets very annoyed  by Fred’s lack of cooperation, and she 

turns the tap so that the water becomes very, very cold . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses 

his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred stays in the hospital and is examined by a doctor . Everything is fine, 

Fred has not broken any bones, and his fall will not have any consequences . Fred goes home 

on the same day . 

Julie does not visit Fred and she does not apologize . 
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Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , Julie gets very annoyed  by Fred’s lack of cooperation, and she 

turns the tap so that the water becomes very, very cold . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses 

his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred has to stay in hospital  for two weeks and loses a lot of weight          .  

After his two weeks in the hospital, Fred goes home  but has to walk with a stick . 

Julie visits Fred and apologizes . 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , Julie gets very annoyed  by Fred’s lack of cooperation, and she 

turns the tap so that the water becomes very, very cold . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses 

his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred has to stay in hospital  for two weeks and loses a lot of weight          . 

After his two weeks in the hospital, Fred goes home  but has to walk with a stick . 

Julie does not visit Fred and she does not apologize . 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 
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During the shower , Julie gets very annoyed  by Fred’s lack of cooperation, and she 

turns the tap so that the water becomes very, very cold . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses 

his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred has to stay in the hospital for 3 months  and can never walk again

. 

Julie visits Fred and apologizes . 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , Julie gets very annoyed  by Fred’s lack of cooperation, and she 

turns the tap so that the water becomes very, very cold . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses 

his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred has to stay in the hospital for 3 months  and can never walk again

. 

Julie does not visit Fred and she does not apologize . 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , the water becomes very, very cold  because of a problem with 

the boiler . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses his balance, and falls over .  
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After his fall, Fred has to stay in the hospital and is examined by a doctor . Everything is 

fine, Fred has not broken any bones, and his fall will not have any consequences . Fred goes 

home on the same day . 

Julie visits Fred and apologizes . 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , the water becomes very, very cold  because of a problem with 

the boiler . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred has to stay in the hospital and is examined by a doctor . Everything is 

fine, Fred has not broken any bones, and his fall will not have any consequences . Fred goes 

home on the same day . 

Julie does not visit Fred and she does not apologize . 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , the water becomes very, very cold  because of a problem with 

the boiler . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred has to stay in hospital  for two weeks and loses a lot of weight         . 

After his two weeks in the hospital, Fred can go home  but has to walk with a stick 

. 

Julie visits Fred and apologizes . 
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Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , the water becomes very, very cold  because of a problem with 

the boiler . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred has to stay in hospital  for two weeks and loses a lot of weight          . 

After his two weeks in the hospital, Fred can go home  but has to walk with a stick 

. 

Julie does not visit Fred and she does not apologize . 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , the water becomes very, very cold  because of a problem with 

the boiler . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses his balance, and falls over .  

After his fall, Fred has to stay in the hospital for 3 months  and can never walk again

. 

Julie visits Fred and apologizes . 

Julie is a nurse . She comes to help wash Fred , an 85-year-old person living alone at 

home . 

During the shower , the water becomes very, very cold  because of a problem with 

the boiler . Fred is surprised, moves back, loses his balance, and falls over .  
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After his fall, Fred has to stay in the hospital for 3 months  and can never walk again

. 

Julie does not visit Fred and she does not apologize . 


